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FINITELY GENERATED SUBMODULES OF DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS
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Introduction.
Let é'm(ü.) denote the algebra of real-valued m-times continuously differentiable functions on an open set Q in Rn equipped with the topology of uniform convergence of all derivatives of order ^zzz on all compact subsets of O. Throughout we assume that zzz is finite and Q. is connected.
Let [Sm(Q)\v denote the Cartesian product of ém(Q.) with itself p-times equipped with the product topology. Then \Sm(Q)]p is a Fréchet space and a <^m(Í2)-module. We here characterize the finitely generated submodules of [<#m(Q)]p which are closed in [Sm(Q)]v. Interest in closed finitely generated submodules of [Sm(Q.)]v stems primarily from their connection by duality with systems of division problems for distributions (see §3).
2. The main result. Consider the finitely generated submodule M = {gJi+■ ■ -+g&-gx, ■ • •.g« e ^m(Û)} of r/"(Q)]» wheref,= (fh, ■ ■ ■ ,fpj) e [£m(Çï)Y> for l^j^q.
Let F be the pxq matrix (/«)is<s».isis«-Then F: Ufm(Çï)]q^[êm(Q)]p and im(F)= M. Our main result is that M=im(F) is closed in [^"(Q)]" if and only if the rank of F(x)=(/;.í(x))1g¡Sí,,lá3.Sí is constant for x e O.
The sufficiency of the condition that rank(F(x)) be constant is a direct (2) for some j$+1, supp(Th+) = {a} and ordcr(TJs+) = m-k where k is the largest integer ^m such that the determinant of every (s+l)x(s+l) submatrix of F with rank s at a vanishes at a together with all derivatives of order ^k.
Proof.
If s=0, the lemma asserts that there exists (T1} • • • , TA e [ker(F)]± such that for some/ l^j^Lq, supp(F3) = {a} and order(F3) = m-k where k is the largest integer <m such that every f¡ vanishes at a together with all derivatives of order ^k. Since the proof for s=0 is similar to the proof for i>0, we assume i>0.
Let k be as in (2) . If k=m, then there exists an (5+l)x (s+l) submatrix of F with rank j at a which is nonsingular at every point of a sequence {X[} in Q. with x^a since a e bd{x eu: rank(F(x))=r}. If k<m, then there exists an (s+1) x (s+l) submatrix of F with rank s at a whose determinant has a zero of order exactly A: at a by our choice of k. In each case, for simplicity suppose that (/¿.,)irs¿,.¡áS+i is the (i-(-l)x(5-|-l) submatrix of Fand the first s columns of (fij(a))i¿itjas+i are linearly independent. Since the case r=0 is trivial, we assume r>0. There exists a locally finite open covering {Q.J of Q with the property that for each Oa there exists anrxr submatrix of F which is nonsingular at every x e Qa. Using a partition of unity argument, it is easy to see that it suffices to find (gi,---,gQ)e[<?m(n")]p with F(gx,---,gq)=(hx,---,K) in Oa for each a.
Suppose Qa is a member of the open covering. Then some rxr submatrix of F is nonsingular at every x e Qa, say for simplicity(y¡-,)lsí¿,J.Sr. 
